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Dear Kieran 

 

Ref. Puketoi, Waitahora & Castle Hill Wind Farms and grid connection 

 

A transmission line is being proposed to feed 1300 MW of wind generation into the 

national grid at the Linton substation. The 1300 MW is made up of intermittent wind 

generated electricity from the Puketoi, Waitahora and Castle Hill wind farms. 

 

I have been studying the Wind Generation Investigation Project May 2007 and 

scenario C in the modeling was based on high wind penetration diversified across the 

country with 1600MW for the North Island and 650MW for the South Island. Of 

these totals 450 MW was allocated to the Manawatu. Apparently at these levels of 

wind penetration the grid can cope. However, the scenario is well short of the 

1300MW proposed plus the present wind penetration in the Manawatu.  

 

I was involved in some wind monitoring in the Manawatu and Northern Wairapapa 

while I was the recipient of a Royal Society Teachers Fellowship. There appeared to 

be a correlation between Northern Wairapapa and Manawatu wind regimes. So it is 

highly likely that all of the wind farms in the Manawatu and proposed wind farms in 

the Northern Wairapapa will ramp up and down in sequence.  

 

It is relevant to take the following document into account: 

Manawatu Wind Generation 

observed impacts on the scheduling and 

dispatch processes  
 

September 2005 
 

 

When the above report was written the two wind generation facilities in the 

Manawatu were Te Apiti at 91 MW and Tararua  Stages1 & 2 at 67 MW.  

 

 



 

In reference to the variability of Manawatu wind generation the report states on p.22: 

 

 Sudden large changes in wind generation output (of 50 MW or greater in five 
minutes) are likely to occur around 20 times per year for the current amount 

of installed wind generation capacity in the Manawatu region. 

 Large changes in wind generation output over a short period may cause 

power system frequency excursions. 

 The observed rates of change in Manawatu generation are at times greater 
than the minimum ramp rates requirements for frequency keeping service 

providers. 

 The size of the changes in Manawatu wind generation is at times greater than 
the typical frequency keeping MW band dispatched. 

 An improvement in the accuracy of Te Apiti’s two-hour forecasts has been 
observed since January 2005. There have been no improvements in the six and 

12-hour forecasts. 

 

In addition to the observed effect on power system frequency, sudden changes in 

Manawatu wind generation cause changes in power flow across the transmission grid 

which may cause assets to exceed their stated capability. Inaccuracy in provided 

forecasts of wind generation reduces the System operator’s ability to manage the 

power system securely and increases uncertainty for other generators in the planned 

dispatch of their plant. 

 

Considerable problems in terms of grid management occurred with a total of 158 MW 

installed capacity in the Manawatu. 

 

Since 2005 Tararua Stage 3 has been commissioned with 94 MW and Te Rere Hau 

with 12 MW. Presently, a 42.5 MW extension at Te Rere Hau is underway. The total 

capacity of installed and consented wind generation in the Manawatu is now 306 

MW. The issues identified above in the Transpower report are greatly exacerbated.  

 

Adding on the 180 MW consented for Turitea brings the total installed and consented 

capacity to 486 MW in the Manawatu. When this total is added to the 1300MW for 

the proposed Northern Wairapapa wind farms the grid management issues become 

significant. Thus, generation equivalent to approximately two and half times the 

capacity of Huntly power station.  

 

What sources of frequency keeping generation are available to handle this quantity of 

intermittent and unreliable generation and who meets the exorbitant cost? Can you 

please explain how the grid can safely accommodate such a high level of intermittent 

wind generation? 

 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

 

John Adams 

 


